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Cross-Over Analysis Summary Section
					Lower 95,0% 	Upper 95,0% 
	Estimated	Standard	T Value	Prob	Confidence	Confidence
Parameter	Effect	Error	(DF=16)	Level	Limit	Limit
Treatment	0,001062	0,000210	5,0619	0,0001	0,000617	0,001507
Period	-0,000604	0,000210	-2,8783	0,0109	-0,001049	-0,000159
Carryover	0,000858	0,000932	0,9207	0,3709	-0,001117	0,002832

Interpretation of the Above Report
The two treatment means in a 2x2 cross-over study are significantly different at the 0,0500
significance level (the actual significance level was 0,0001). The design had 9 subjects in
sequence 1 (SEFSE) and 9 subjects in sequence 2 (SESEF). The average response to treatment SEF
was 0,003258 and the average response to treatment SE was 0,004320.

A preliminary test rejected the assumption of equal period effects at the 0,0500 significance
level (the actual significance level was 0,0109). A preliminary test failed to reject the
assumption of equal carryover effects at the 0,0500 significance level (the actual significance
level was 0,3709).

Cross-Over Analysis Detail Section
				Least Squares	Standard	Standard
Seq.	Period	Treatment	Count	Mean	Deviation	Error
1	1	SEF	9	0,003345	0,001163	0,000388
2	2	SEF	9	0,003170	0,000843	0,000281
1	2	SE	9	0,003803	0,001071	0,000357
2	1	SE	9	0,004836	0,001219	0,000406
1	Difference	(SE-SEF)/2	9	0,000229	0,000467	0,000156
2	Difference	(SE-SEF)/2	9	-0,000833	0,000422	0,000141
1	Total	SEF+SE	9	0,007149	0,002031	0,000677
2	Total	SEF+SE	9	0,008006	0,001919	0,000640
.	.	SEF	18	0,003258		0,000239
.	.	SE	18	0,004320		0,000270
1	.	.	18	0,003574		
2	.	.	18	0,004003		
.	1	.	18	0,004091		0,000281
.	2	.	18	0,003487		0,000227

Interpretation of the Above Report
This report shows the means and standard deviations of various subgroups of the data. The least
squares mean of treatment SEF is 0,003258 and of treatment SE is 0,004320. Note that least
squares means are created by taking the simple average of their component means, not by taking
the average of the raw data. For example, if the mean of the 20 subjects in period 1 sequence 1
is 50.0 and the mean of the 10 subjects in period 2 sequence 2 is 40.0, the least squares mean
is (50.0 + 40.0)/2 = 45.0. That is, no adjustment is made for the unequal sample sizes. Also
note that the standard deviation and standard error of some of the subgroups are not
calculated.
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Equivalence Based on the Confidence Interval of the Difference
	Lower	Lower 90,0% 	Upper 90,0% 	Upper	Equivalent	
	Equivalence	Confidence	Confidence	Equivalence	at the 5,0% 	
Test Type	Limit	Limit	Limit	Limit	Sign. Level?	
Shortest C.I.	-0,000652	0,000696	0,001429	0,000652	No
Westlake C.I.	-0,000652	-0,001343	0,001343	0,000652	No
Note: Westlake's k2 = -11,4606 and k1 = 1,3368.

Interpretation of the Above Report
Average bioequivalence of the two treatments has not been established at the 0,0500
significance level using the shortest confidence interval of the difference approach since both
confidence limits, 0,000696 and 0,001429, are not between the acceptance limits of -0,000652
and 0,000652. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in sequence 1 and 9
subjects in sequence 2.

Average bioequivalence of the two treatments has not been established at the 0,0500
significance level using Westlake's confidence interval of the difference approach since both
confidence limits, -0,001343 and 0,001343, are not between the acceptance limits of -0,000652
and 0,000652. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in sequence 1 and 9
subjects in sequence 2.
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Equivalence Based on the Confidence Interval of the Ratio
	Lower	Lower 90,0% 	Upper 90,0% 	Upper	Equivalent	
	Equivalence	Confidence	Confidence	Equivalence	at the 5,0% 	
Test Type	Limit	Limit	Limit	Limit	Sign. Level?	
Shortest C.I.	80,000000	121,361595	143,855204	120,000000	No
Westlake C.I.	80,000000	58,780347	141,219653	120,000000	No
Fieller's C.I.	80,000000	122,253363	144,879286	120,000000	No

Interpretation of the Above Report
Average bioequivalence of the two treatments has not been established at the 0,0500
significance level using the shortest confidence interval of the ratio approach since both
confidence limits, 121,361595 and 143,855204, are not between the acceptance limits of
80,000000 and 120,000000. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in
sequence 1 and 9 subjects in sequence 2.

Average bioequivalence of the two treatments has not been established at the 0,0500
significance level using Westlake's confidence interval of the ratio approach since both
confidence limits, 58,780347 and 141,219653, are not between the acceptance limits of 80,000000
and 120,000000. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in sequence 1 and
9 subjects in sequence 2.

Average bioequivalence of the two treatments has not been established at the 0,0500
significance level using Fieller's confidence interval of the ratio approach since both
confidence limits, 122,253363 and 144,879286, are not between the acceptance limits of
80,000000 and 120,000000. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in
sequence 1 and 9 subjects in sequence 2.

Equivalence Based on Schuirmann's Two One-Sided Hypothesis Tests
	Lower	Upper	5,0% 		Equivalent	
	Test	Test	Cutoff		at the 5,0% 	
Test Type	T Value	T Value	T Value	DF	Sign. Level?	
Schuirmann's 2 1-Sided Tests	8,1666	1,9572	1,7459	16	No

Interpretation of the Above Report
Average bioequivalence of the two treatments was not established at the 0,0500 significance
level using Schuirmann's two one-sided t-tests procedure. The probability level of the t-test
of whether the treatment mean is not too much lower than the reference mean is 0,0000. The
probability level of the t-test of whether the treatment mean is not too much higher than the
reference mean is 0,9660. Since at least one of these values is greater than 0,0500, the null
hypothesis of average bioinequivalence was not rejected. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over
design with 9 subjects in sequence 1 and 9 subjects in sequence 2.
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Equivalence Based on Two One-Sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Tests
	Lower	Lower	Upper	Upper	Equivalent	
	Sum	Prob	Sum	Prob	at the 5,0% 	
Test Type	Ranks	Level	Ranks	Level	Sign. Level?	
2 1-Sided MW Tests	126,0000	0,0000	106,0000	0,9615	No

Interpretation of the Above Report
Average bioequivalence of the two treatments was not established at the 0,0500 significance
level using the nonparametric version of Schuirmann's two one-sided tests procedure which is
based on the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. The probability level of the test of whether the
treatment mean is not too much lower than the reference mean is 0,0000. The probability level
of the test of whether the treatment mean is not too much higher than the reference mean is
0,9615. Since at least one of these values is greater than 0,0500, the null hypothesis of
average bioinequivalence was not rejected. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9
subjects in sequence 1 and 9 subjects in sequence 2.

Equivalence Based on Anderson and Hauck's Hypothesis Test
				Equivalent
			Prob	at the 5,0% 
Test Type	Pr(-TL)	Pr(TU)	Level	Sign. Level?
Anderson and Hauck's Test	0,0000	0,9660	0,9660	No

Interpretation of the Above Report
Average bioequivalence of the two treatments was not established at the 0,0500 significance
level using Anderson and Hauck's test procedure. The actual probability level of the test was
0,9660. This experiment used a 2x2 cross-over design with 9 subjects in sequence 1 and 9
subjects in sequence 2.
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Interpretation of the Sequence-by-Period Means
The sequence-by-period means plot shows the mean responses on the vertical axis and the periods
on the horizontal axis. The lines connect like treatments. If there is no period, carryover, or
interaction effects, two horizontal lines will be displayed. The distance between these lines
represents the magnitude of the treatment effect. The tendency for both lines to slope up or
down represents period and carryover effects. The tendency for the lines to cross represents
period-by-treatment interaction. This is also a type of carryover effect.

Plot of Subject Profiles
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Interpretation of the Profile Plot
The profile plot displays the raw data for each subject. The response variable is shown along
the vertical axis. The two sequences are shown along the horizontal axis. The data for each
subject is depicted by two points connected by a line. The subject's response to the reference
formulation is shown first followed by their response to the treatment formulation. Hence, for
sequence 2, the results for the first period are shown on the right and for the second period
on the left. This plot used to develop a 'feel' for your data. You should view it first as a
tool to check for outliers (points and subjects that are very different from the majority).
Note that outliers should be removed from the analysis if a reason can be found for their
deletion. Of course, the first step is to double-check the values to determine if a typing
error might have caused them. Also, look for subjects whose lines exhibit a very different
pattern from the rest of the subjects in that sequence. Again, this might be a signal of some
type of data-recording or data-entry error. The profile plot allows you to assess the
consistency of the responses to the two treatments across subjects. You may also be able to
evaluate the degree to which the variation is equal in the two sequences.
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Plot of Sums and Differences
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Interpretation of the Sums and Differences Plot
The sums and differences plot shows the sum of each subject's two responses on the horizontal
axis and the difference between each subject's two responses on the vertical axis. Dot plots of
the sums and differences have been added above and to the right of the scatter plot,
respectively. Each point represents the sum and difference of a single subject. Different
plotting symbols are used to denote the subject's sequence. A horizontal line has been added at
zero to provide an easy reference from which to determine if a difference is positive (favors
treatment R) or negative (favors treatment T). The degree to which the plotting symbols tend to
separate along the horizontal axis represents the size of the carryover effect. The degree to
which the plotting symbols tend to separate along the vertical axis represents the size of the
treatment effect. Outliers are easily found on this plot. Outlying subjects should be reviewed
for data-entry errors and for special conditions that might have caused the responses to be
unusual. Outliers should not be removed from an analysis just because they are different. A
compelling reason should be found for their removal and the removal should be well documented.

Period Plot
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Interpretation of the Period Plot
The Period Plot displays a subject's period 1 response on the horizontal axis and their period
2 response on the vertical axis. The plotting symbol is the sequence number. The plot is used
to find outliers and other anomalies.

Probability Plots
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Interpretation of the Probability Plots
These plots show the differences (P1-P2) on the vertical axis and values on the horizontal axis
that would be expected if the differences were normally distributed. The first plot shows the
differences for sequence 1 and the second plot shows the differences for sequence 2. If the
assumption of normality holds, the points should fall along a straight line. The degree to
which the points are off the line represents the degree to which the normality assumption does
not hold. Since the normality of these differences is assumed by the t-test used to test for a
difference between the treatments, these plots are useful in assessing whether that assumption
is valid. If the plots show a pronounced pattern of non-normality, you might try taking the
square roots or the logs of the responses before beginning the analysis.


